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Abstract We experimentally demonstrate an optically-pumped
III-V/Si vertical-cavity laser with lateral emission into a silicon waveguide. This on-chip hybrid laser comprises a distributed Bragg reflector, a III-V active layer, and a high-contrast
grating reflector, which simultaneously funnels light into the
waveguide integrated with the laser. This laser has the advantages of long-wavelength vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers,
such as low threshold and high side-mode suppression ratio, while allowing integration with silicon photonic circuits,
and is fabricated using CMOS compatible processes. It has
the potential for ultrahigh-speed operation beyond 100 Gbit/s
and features a novel mechanism for transverse mode control.
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1. Introduction
A laser that can be integrated onto a silicon (Si) wafer and
act as an on-chip light source for Si photonics applications,
e.g. chip-level optical interconnects, is in much demand and
requires innovative breakthroughs in laser diode technology
and design. The ideal on-chip laser source needs to meet
several criteria [1]: (1) The energy consumption in generating an optical bit (energy/bit) should be no more than
10 fJ/bit for on-chip interconnects and around 100 fJ/bit
for off-chip interconnects. (2) The bit error rate (BER) for
the received signal should preferably be less than 10−12 ,
putting strict requirements on laser output power and noise.
At 10 Gb/s, the laser output power thus needs to be well
above 10 μW [2], with higher bit rates requiring higher
output powers.
Several interesting on-chip laser structures have already
been reported, including the Si evanescent laser [3, 4],
the lambda-scale embedded active region photonic-crystal
laser[5,6], and the Ge laser [7]. While promising, it appears
difficult to meet both criteria simultaneously. They have a
challenge in either of the two criteria. The vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) has been the most successful light source for short-reach interconnects (a few meters
to less than 1 km). Since this micro laser can provide an
energy/bit as low as 69 fJ/bit [8] as well as safely satisfying
the BER requirement, it can also be an attractive on-chip

light source if the emission can be directed efficiently into
a Si waveguide, as discussed in [6].
In this letter, we report the demonstration of a promising III-V-on-Si vertical cavity laser that is monolithically
integrated onto a Si-on-insulator (SOI) wafer and emits
light into an in-plane Si waveguide, hereafter denoted
as Si-vertical-cavity in-plane emission laser (Si-VCIEL).
Furthermore, as an important technological achievement,
the laser was fabricated using direct wafer bonding and
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) compatible processes. The hybrid approach of combining a IIIV epitaxial structure with a SOI wafer is proven to be stable
in wafer scales [9]. The first idea of in-plane emission was
discussed in [10] and the Si-VCIEL structure was proposed
in [11], based on numerical simulations. The first experimental demonstration of a double photonic crystal VCSEL
with an in-plane waveguide has recently shown that light
can be coupled from a vertical laser cavity to an in-plane Si
waveguide [12].

2. Device structure
As shown in Fig. 1(a), the Si-VCIEL structure comprises a
7-pair TiO2 /SiO2 distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), a III-V
active layer, a high-contrast grating (HCG) reflector, and a
Si waveguide abutted to the HCG region. The HCG is a
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fraction of the in-plane output power over the sum of all
optical losses including mirror, scattering, and absorption
losses. The mode profile in Fig. 1(b) which is obtained by
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, shows
that light is emitted from the vertical cavity mode laterally into the Si waveguide. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c), the
vertically incident mode with wavevector, kin excites the
eigenmodes of the HCG with wavevectors, ki,m
HCG . Since
has
harmonic
components
along
the
x
direction,
the ki,m
HCG
the HCG eigenmodes can couple to the Si waveguide mode
j
with wavevector, kWG . This mode conversion from the HCG
modes to the Si waveguide mode occurs in the connecting
part denoted by a white dotted circle in Fig. 1(b). Additional
discussions on mode conversion can be found in [11].
As shown in Fig. 1(b), there is no field penetration below the HCG, which results in a confinement factor as high
as 11.8 %. This leads to very high intrinsic modulation
speed of 120 Gbit/s, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The numerical
eye-diagram simulation uses rate equations, including gain
suppression and cavity parameters extracted from FDTD
simulations, i.e., a cold-cavity Q-factor of 4002 and an intrinsic loss of 33.7 cm−1 . These characteristics are promising for high speed chip-level optical interconnects.

3. Fabrication and Characterization

Figure 1 (a) Schematic cross-sectional view of the Si-VCIEL.
(b) Fundamental mode profile of the Si-VCIEL. (c) Hy fields and
wavevectors of modes within the white dotted circle in Fig. 1(b).
i ,m
: wavevector of the m-th harmonic of the i -th HCG eigenkHCG
j
mode. kWG : wavevector of the j -th waveguide mode. a: grating
period. (d) Numerical simulation of the eye-diagram at 120 Gbit/s
with a PRBS of 27 − 1 and a current modulated between 6 and
14 mA.

near-subwavelength grating surrounded by low refractive
index materials and can provide a high reflectivity over
a broad wavelength range [13], enabling novel VCSEL
structures[14–16]. The III-V active layer is 1λ thick and
includes 7 InGaAlAs/InGaAlAs strained quantum wells
(QWs). Both the HCG and the Si waveguide are formed
in the Si layer of an SOI wafer [11].
As the red arrows in Fig. 1(a) illustrate, light is amplified vertically between the DBR and the HCG reflector, and is emitted through the Si waveguide. The HCG is
designed to reflect most of a vertically incident mode, e.g.,
99.5 % and route a small fraction, e.g., 0.3 % into the Si
waveguide. This routing of 0.3 % corresponds to an outputcoupling efficiency of about 40 %, which is defined as the
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The sample shown in the Abstract figure, was fabricated
by using CMOS-compatible processes: 1) electron-beam
lithography for forming a HCG region and a waveguide on a
SOI wafer, 2) a direct wafer bonding process for hybridizing
the III-V active layer onto the SOI wafer [9], and 3) a
lift-off process for forming a DBR. In addition, selective
wet etching was conducted to form an air gap between the
III-V active layer and the HCG. For characterisation, the
fabricated Si-VCIEL sample was cleaved so as to expose
the Si waveguide end to the air.
The fabricated Si-VCIEL sample was optically pumped
by using a 980-nm diode laser in pulsed operation mode
with a 2-% duty cycle ( f pump ) and a 5-MHz repetition rate.
The Si-VCIEL sample was un-cooled. Pumping at 1300 nm
would avoid light absorption in the Si layers and subsequent
heating, but was not possible in the present samples since
the DBR stop band extends to 1300 nm. This is, however,
merely a design issue. Due to heat generation, pulsed operation was required. The pumping laser beam was focused
onto the top DBR using alignment optics that include a 50×
near-infrared objective lens. The white dotted circle in Fig.
2(a) denotes the position of the pumping beam. The measured power transmittance of the alignment optics, Ta is 21
%. The pumping power is monitored before the alignment
optics. The pumping beam profile on the sample surface and
the vertical output profile were imaged by using the alignment optics, an InGaAs camera, and a long-wavelengthpass filter, as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively.
The e−2 diameters for the pumping beam, dpump , and the
vertical output, i.e., transverse mode, dmode are 5.84 μm and
5.99 μm, respectively. The in-plane output was collected
www.lpr-journal.org
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power incident to the alignment optics and A is the absorption efficiency. The absorption efficiency measures the
fraction of the absorbed power in the QWs and SCH layers
over the power incident to the Si-VCIEL and is estimated
by FDTD simulations to be 30 %. The LL curve clearly
shows that lasing starts at a threshold input power, Pth of
about 29 μW. The corresponding threshold current, Ith for
the continuous wave (CW) case can be estimated as
Ith = 29μW/E 980 × q/ f pump ∼ 1.1 mA,

Figure 2 (a) Microscope image of the Si-VCIEL sample seen
from the top. (b) Near-field image of the pumping beam. (c) Nearfield image of the vertically-emitted lasing output. (d) In-plane light
output from the Si waveguide as a function of absorbed input light.
(e) Intensity profile of the in-plane output from the waveguide. The
position ‘0’ corresponds to the waveguide position.

by a multi-mode fiber at the end facet of the Si waveguide.
The beam profile of the in-plane output was characterised
by using a lensed fiber, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(e).

4. Results and discussion
Figure 2(d) shows the measured light-out, L out versus
light-in, L in (LL) curve. The light-in represents the power
absorbed in the QWs and separate confinement
heterostructure (SCH) layers, and is estimated as L in =
Pm × Ta × (dmode /dpump )2 × A, where Pm is the monitored
www.lpr-journal.org

(1)

where E 980 is the photon energy at 980 nm and q is the
electron charge. The estimated Ith is similar as that of longwavelength VCSELs with a similar mode size [17].
The output power in the Si waveguide can be increased
to the mW-level. Numerical studies based on FDTD simulations indicate that the output efficiency from the vertical
cavity to the Si waveguide is maximized when the tail of
the transverse mode overlaps with the starting position of
the Si waveguide [11]. The red dotted circle in Fig. 2(a)
denotes the pumping position that gives this optimal overlap. However, the laser output power is maximized when
the central part of the DBR, indicated by the white circle,
is pumped. This is attributed to non-uniformity in the DBR
thickness. In Fig. 2(a), the color difference on the DBR
surface between the white and red circle positions reflects
that the DBR thickness within the red circle is smaller than
within the while circle. This implies that the local reflectivity is smaller within the red circle, increasing the laser
threshold: thus we could not reach lasing with the available
pumping power. Since the optimal position for pumping
is displaced by about 10 μm from the optimal position for
lateral waveguide output, the output efficiency from the vertical cavity to the Si waveguide becomes much lower than
the designed value: The photon count of 1.15 × 106 in Fig.
2(d) corresponds to 0.013 μW for the CW case. The thickness non-uniformity problem caused by the lift-off process
can be solved by using etch-back process to define a DBR
mesa and/or the Si-VCIEL design can be changed so that
the optimal pumping position be located in the center of a
DBR. Based on numerical simulations, these changes are
expected to increase the output power to a few mW in the
Si waveguide [11].
The output light is well confined within the Si waveguide. As shown in Fig. 2(e), the beam profile is clearly
centered at the Si waveguide position. The full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of the beam profile is ∼5 μm
which is larger than the waveguide end width of 1.5 μm.
This difference is attributed to the divergence of the output
beam from the small-aperture waveguide.
Figure 3(a) shows the in-plane emission spectrum measured from the Si waveguide at a pumping power of 4Pth
as well as the vertical emission spectrum measured around
Pth . Around the threshold, there are three peaks with a
spacing of 4.5 nm to 5 nm. At 4Pth , the longest wavelength
peak becomes dominant with a side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of 27.5 dB. It is noteworthy that the spectral
linewidth (FWHM) of the lasing peak is 0.66 nm, which is
large considering that the pumping power is well above the
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is equivalent to the decay in the barrier region of a quantum well. Thus, we may model the band-edge frequencies
of the pumping and lossy regions as shown in Fig. 3(c).
Then, angular frequency ωi, j for confined transverse state
E i, j can be derived by using the envelope approximation
for photonic crystal heterostructures[19]:


2
2
jπ
)
(β
iπ
)
1
(α
j
i
ωi,2 j =
+
ωn2 +
, (2)
1 + 0
2m x L 2x
2m y L 2y

Figure 3 (a) Measured in-plane output spectrum at 4Pth and the
vertical emission spectrum at Pth . (b) Vertical-cavity resonance
angular-frequency square versus in-plane wavevectors. (c) Bandedge envelope of a photonic quantum well, confined states Eij
with wavelengths, and corresponding transverse mode profiles.

threshold. In fact, it appears to comprise about 3 sub peaks.
If there are three sub peaks, the sub mode spacing is about
0.2 nm to 0.3 nm.
We find that the appearance of sub peaks can be attributed to anisotropic transverse quantum confinement
due to the HCG. The dependence of the vertical cavity
resonance frequency, ω on the transverse wavevectors, k x
and k y is determined by the transverse dispersions of the
propagations within each mirror as well as the spacing
between the mirrors, as extensively discussed in [18]. In
our vertical cavity, the transverse dispersion contribution
from the DBR as well as the spacing between the mirrors are isotropic, while the contribution from the HCG is
highly anisotropic. As shown in Fig. 3(b), this results in a
highly anisotropic transverse dispersion of the entire vertical cavity resonance: the band curvature in the direction
perpendicular to grating bars, ∂ 2 ω2 /∂k x2 (≡ 1/m x ) is 8.5
times smaller than that in the parallel direction, ∂ 2 ω2 /∂k 2y
(≡ 1/m y ), where band curvatures are defined following the
convention in literature of photonic crystal heterostructures
[19]. In our laser sample, the absorption loss in the QWs
outside the pumping region determines the transverse mode
size, which is confirmed by FDTD simulations. The exponential decay of the transverse mode in the lossy region
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where i and j are quantum numbers for x and y directions, respectively, and αi and β j are rational factors, due
to the finite barrier height. Angular frequency ωn and 0
determine the cut-off frequency and the barrier height, respectively. Quantum well widths, L x and L y are assumed
to be dpump . The calculated wavelengths of confined states
E i, j listed in Fig. 3(c), reproduce the grouping of modes in
Fig. 3(a), which is a good agreement, considering the simplicity of this model. Several transverse mode profiles are
listed in Fig. 3(c). The lasing peak should be a mixture of
x
{E i1
}. This result shows that the anisotropic dispersion in a
HCG-based vertical cavity has huge influence on transverse
mode wavelength and profile, which needs to be carefully
considered when designing HCG-based vertical cavities.
In the electrically-pumped version of Si-VCIELs, HCG
heterostructures will be used for both x- and y-directions.
Then, not only the band curvature, m i but also the barrier
height, 0 can be controlled separately for x and y directions. This provides rich design flexibilities for transverse
mode control. Details based on 3D simulations will be reported elsewhere. The thermal resistance of the electricallypumped version can be made less than 1K/mW, as discussed
in [11].

5. Conclusion
We have experimentally demonstrated a III-V-on-Si
vertical-cavity laser with lateral emission into a Si waveguide (Si-VCIEL), using CMOS-compatible processes. This
on-chip laser has a threshold comparable to VCSELs,
and shows good suppression of higher order modes. The
laser has the potential to be modulated at bitrates larger
than 100 Gbit/s due to a very high confinement factor,
and is capable of novel transverse mode control. These
properties make the Si-VCIEL a promising low-cost highperformance light source for chip-level optical systems.
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